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Architectural Survey File
This is the architectural survey file for this MIHP record. The survey file is organized reversechronological (that is, with the latest material on top). It contains all MIHP inventory forms, National
Register nomination forms, determinations of eligibility (DOE) forms, and accompanying documentation
such as photographs and maps.
Users should be aware that additional undigitized material about this property may be found in on-site
architectural reports, copies of HABS/HAER or other documentation, drawings, and the “vertical files” at
the MHT Library in Crownsville. The vertical files may include newspaper clippings, field notes, draft
versions of forms and architectural reports, photographs, maps, and drawings. Researchers who need a
thorough understanding of this property should plan to visit the MHT Library as part of their research
project; look at the MHT web site (mht.maryland.gov) for details about how to make an appointment.
All material is property of the Maryland Historical Trust.
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Property/District Name:
Project:

Office, Factory B, Phillips Packing Co., Inc.

Survey Number:D-710

MD 343: from MD 341 to US 50, Dorchester Co, MD

Site visit by MHT Staff: _K_ no
Eligibility recommended
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Criteria: ..JL_A __B ..JL_C
Justification for decision:

__ yes
Eligibility not recommended

__D Considerations:

__A __B __ c

__D __ E

__ F __ G __None

(Use continuation sheet if necessary and attach map)

The brick office of the former Phillips Packing Company is located on a triangular-shaped lot
of land south of Washington Street and east of the railroad in a commercial/industrial area
near the intersection of MD Route 343 and US Route 50, in southeast Cambridge, Dorchester
County, MD.
The building is the sole surviving remnant of the Factory B, of the Phillips
Packing Co., a once-thriving food plant and food packing company that was a major factor in
Cambridge's economic growth and prosperity in the early 20th century. The office of Factory
B, Phillips Packing Co., Inc. is considered eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places.
Established in 1902, the Phillips Packing Company became one of the largest fruit and oyster
in the eastern United States.
Factory B packed potatoes, lima beans, peas, and
and white potatoes. During World War I, Phillips Packing Company canned a large
dhare of the rations of the American army and in World War II the company employed one-fourth
of Cambridge's 8,000 inhabitants. The Company is also noted for supplying the canned food
for Admiral Richard Byrd's polar expeditions to the Antarctic in the 1930s.
The Phillips
Packing Company was sold in the late 1950s to Consolidated Foods. Around 1965, the entire
Factory B complex of the Phillips Packing Company was destroyed by fire, leaving only the
offices of the industrial complex intact.
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The former office of the Phillips Packing Co., is a modest-sized, 1-1/2-story, T-shaped brick
building built ca. 1930 and presented in a Georgian Colonial Revival style. Given its size,
style, and detailing, the building approximates a residential building which served as a
welcoming gateway to the industrial complex behind it.
Set upon a low foundation, the
detached building consists of a central projecting pavilion and recessed wings behind it.
It is covered with a combination hip and gable roof with oversized modilions and its walls
are laid in Flemish bond brick with glazed headers.
The facade of the main pavilion is
divided into three bays with a central entry denoted by a segmentally arched portico and
front door featuring a fanlight and sidelights. The windows to either side of the door are
paired and feature 9/9 double-hung sash.
A palladian-type window is located in the attic
level above the central entry. The building is presented in a notably formal and high style
that does not typically characterize the factory offices; in general the plant offices were
attached to or located inside of a plant facility.
The office of the Phillips Packing Company, Factory B, along with two cylindrical brick
stacks behind it, is all that survives of Factory B, Phillips Packing Company. The building
is directly associated with this important industrial complex, which was significant in the
economic and industrial history of Cambridge.
The office of Factory B is eligible for
listing on the National Register under Criterion A. Further, the building is designed in a
Georgian Colonial Revival style not typically associated with industrial buildings and
provides a good example of its type and style. The building retains its overall integrity,
including much of the original interior fabric, despite some alterations and modifications
-----'n plan.
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MARYLAND COMPREHENSIVE HISTORIC PRESERVATION PLAN DATA - HISTORIC CONTEXT
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Geographic Region:
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(all Eastern Shore counties, and Cecil)
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II.
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Early Archaic
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Early Woodland
Middle woodland
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_x
__ Modern Period
Unknown Period
( __ prehistoric

10000-7500 B.C.
7500-6000 B.C.
6000-4000 B.C.
4000-2000 B.C.
2000-500 B.C.
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A.D. 900-1600
A.D. 1570-1750
A.D. 1680-1815
A.D. 1815-1870
A.D. 1870-1930
A.D. 1930-Present
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IV.

Prehistoric Period Themes:

Historic Period Themes:
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Subsistence
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_x
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and Community Planning
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Government/Law
Military
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Social/Educational/Cultural
Transportation

Resource Type:
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Historic Environment:
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APPENDIX F
FRAMEWORK FOR IDENTIFYING COMPREHENSIVE PLAN DATA
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Geographic Organization:
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Eastern Shore

Chronological/Developmental Period (s):

Modern Period: 1930-Present

Prehistoric/Historic Period Theme (s):

Architecture, Economic

Resource Type:

Category:
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Historic Environment:

Urban

Historic Function (s) and Use (s):
Known Design Source:

Unknown

Economic/Commercial/Office
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MARYLAND INVENTORY OF
HISTORIC PROPERTIES

Magi No.

Maryland Historical Trust
State Historic Sites Inventory Form

1. Name

DOE

no

_yes

(indicate preferred name)

Office, Factory B, Phillips Packing Company,

historic
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Inc.

and/or common

2. Location
street & number

16 Washington Street

city, town

Cambridge

state

Maryland

_

_
vicinity of

not for publication

congressional district

Dorchester

county

3. Classification
Category
__ district~
~ buildlng(s)
__ structure
_site
-=----object

Ownership
_public
1L- private
_both
Public Acquisition
_ i n process
_
being considered

~not

applicable

Status

Present Use

~occupied
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_
unoccupied
_
work in progress
Accessible
_
yes: restricted
x_ yes: unrestricted
_no

_commercial
_
educational
_
entertainment
_
government
_
industrial
_military

4. Owner of Property
name R.

Curtis White, Jr.

street & number P • 0 ·
city, town

Box

(give names and mailing addresses

_museum
_park
_
private residence
_religious
_
scientific
_
transportation
_other:

of~ owners)

& Coastal Gunnite Construction Company

977

telephone no.:

Cambridge

410-228-8100

MD

state and zip code

21613

5. Location of Legal Description
co(lrthouse, registry of deeds, etc.

Dorchester County Courthouse

street & number
city, town

Cambridge

6. Representation in Existing
title
date

2 50

folio

569

MD

state

Historical surveys

N/A
_federal

_state

.JOsltory for survey records
city, town

liber

state

_county

_local

7. Description
Condition
__ excellent
__£good
__ fair

__ deteriorated
__ ruins
__ unexposed

Survey No.
Check one
unaltered
__ altered
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Check one
x..x- original site
__ moved
date of move

Prepare both a summary paragraph and a general description of the resource and its
various elements as it exists today.

SEE CONTINUATION SHEET 7.1,

7.2

8. Significance
Period
__ prehistoric
~. 1400-1499
1500-1599
_
1600-1699
_
1700-1799
_
1800-1899
_x1900-

Specific dates
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Survey No.

Areas of Significance--Check and justify below
__ archeology-prehistoric __ community planning
__ archeology-historic
__ conservation
__ agriculture
__ economics
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__ education
__ art
__ engineering
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__ exploration/settlement
__ communications
__ industry
__ invention

ca .

19 4 0
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Applicable Exception:
Level of Significance:
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B
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c
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Description
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The small brick office, built ca. 1930 for the Phillips Packing Company, is
currently owned by the Coastal Gunnite Construction Company which
maintains its office there. It is located in southeast Cambridge in a
commercial and industrial area. Due to the fact that a catastrophic fire
destroyed the entire plant of the former Phillips Factory B complex, the
structure is isolated in a largely desolate area on the south side of
Washington Street east of the tracks of the Penn Central Railway, formerly
the Cambridge-Seaford Railroad. The immediate environs of the structure
is characterized by acres of gravel-covered ground interspersed with low
lying foundation walls of the destroyed packing houses, warehouses,
shucking sheds, etc., which were part of the large complex prior to ca.
1965. The sole remnant of Factory B, Phillips Packing Company, on the
south side of Washington Street other than the office are two tall brick
cylindrical stacks located immediately south of the office.
The office is placed a short distance from Washington Street to the north
and utilized a Georgian Colonial Revival style which is more characteristic
of residential architecture. Constructed of a brick Flemish bond with
glazed headers, the hipped-roof rear wing parallels Washington Street, and
a cross wing slightly east of center projects north from the middle bays.
This cross wing, also one story high, has a flattened gable roof which is
expressed on the north entrance facade by a truncated pediment. The roof
extends beyond the face of the cross wing creating a deep soffit with a
modillioned raking cornice. There is a pent roof at the first floor level, with
a small Palladian window in the pediment. Centered between the paired
nine-over-nine light windows is the entrance, complete with fanlight and
three-light half transoms to each side of the door. The Palladian portico
with an elliptical arch corresponding to the fanlight is carried on Doric
collonettes. Attached pilasters mark the junction of the porch and walls.
The rear wing extends two bays to the east with two nine-over-nine lights,
and a single six-light tiny window in the north face. The east facing facade
is three bays deep. The extension of the lateral wing across the rear to the
west, however, is only two bays wide, but otherwise the fenestration
approximates that of the other side except that a doorway is located in the

-
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Description
south bay in place of a window. The rear, or south, is characterized by
nine bays, with doorways in the second and seventh bays from the west. A
brick wall extends from this elevation in the middle bays. Two chimneys
with corbelled caps interrupt the roof line: one is located at the ridge of
the roof of the lateral wing and one is on the same line but is offset to the
exterior of the south facade.
The interior space of the structure echoes the three part organization of the
exterior into center section and wings. Each wing is the location of an
office, with the center of the south wall subdivided by partitions and walls
to create private spaces. A large vestibule is located just inside the
entrance on the north wall.
When the structure was purchased by the current owner in 1988 the floors
and all of the interior plumbing, wiring and heating features were removed.
A new concrete slab was poured and much interior renovation finished.
The date of the structure is uncertain, as is the sequence of construction if
the structure was built in sections. Given the uniformity of the interior and
exterior trim as it currently appears it is difficult to ascertain if it was all
built at one time or it was constructed in stages. Walls and ceilings were,
in part, replaced during the 1988 renovations adding to difficulty in
identification. Early twentieth century maps suggest that this building
replaced an earlier smaller structure between 1930 and 1948, a theory
partially corroborated by a family descendent, Mrs. Levi Phillips, Jr. It is
possible that a small square structure pre-dating 1930 was expanded with
wings, but this seems less likely. An even smaller structure existed on the
site prior to 1918, which in tum had been replaced by 1930.
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Statement of Significance
The former office of the Phillips Packing Company is a small T-shaped
structure built in the Georgian Colonial Revival style. With its small size
and detailing it approximates a modestly scaled residential structure. It
was probably constructed in ca. 1930 to replace an earlier small structure
on the same site which likely also functioned as an office for Mr. W. Grason
Winterbottom, one of the vice-presidents. The building exhibits an
interesting variation on the Georgian Colonial Revival cottage type in that it
has a flattened gable-roofed entrance wing which projects northward from
the rear cross arm of the T-shaped building. This structure, along with the
Georgian Colonial Revival details, such as the modillion cornice and
Palladian portico, creates an especially formal and high style example of a
utilitarian type, remarkable as it was a detached office, unlike the dozens of
plant offices that were usually attached to Phillips factory buildings.
Although the founders built some high-style Cambridge residences (D-95,
D-517, D-536, D-538) and an impressive office for the Phillips's Packing and
Hardware Company (D-380), usually the individual plant offices were
attached to or located inside of a plant facility and not detached. Mr. W.
Grason Winterbottom, who was in charge of Factory B, probably decided
on this detached design of his new office in consultation with Mr. Levi
Phillips. These two were responsible for the day to day supervision of the
plants whereas Albanus Phillips, the other owner, ran the main office
located at Race and Muir Streets in the Phillips Hardware Store (D-380).
This structure, along with two very tall cylindrical stacks behind it, is the
sole remnant of Factory B, Phillips Packing Company, Inc. which burned in
ca. 1965. The intersection of Washington Street and the CambridgeSeaford Railroad (currently Penn Central Railroad) was the location of a
vast complex of businesses owned by the Phillips family. Factory B,
Phillips Packing Company, Inc., of which these structures are the sole
remains, was located in a triangularly shaped property south of
Washington Street and east of the railroad. Other large complexes,
including Phillips Can Company, Inc. and Phillips Packing Company, Inc.,
Factory C, etc. were located north and west of it. Factory B was one of
numerous enterprises scattered throughout the Cambridge area which
were owned by Albanus and Levi Phillips in partnership with W.G.
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Continuation Sheet 8.2
Statement of Significance

Winterbottom. Additional facilities were located throughout the Eastern
Shore of Maryland and Delaware. Almost all of the facilities were sold to
Consolidated Foods in the late 1950's.
The Phillips Packing Company was established in 1902 by W. Grason
Winterbottom and the brothers Levi and Albanus Phillips. It became one of
the largest fruit and oyster canneries in the eastern United States. The
founder was Levi B. Phillips, sometimes referred to as "Captain" from his
days when he sailed his schooner in the British West Indies, in the
pineapple and oyster trade. In 1898 he started the packing business,
organizing the parent company (L.B. Phillips and Company) of which he
was the sole owner. His brother Albanus, who was referred to as
"Colonel," entered into business with him in 1900 and organized, with
Winterbottom, the Phillips Packing Company, which had the largest payroll
of any single company in Wilmington, Delaware in its day and was the
largest tomato packing company in the United States at one time.
In 1904 all three founded the Phillips Hardware Company, in 1907 the A.
Phillips and Company Oyster and Fruit, and again in 1914 the Phillips Can
Company. Factory B packed potatoes, lima beans, peas, plus both sweet
and white potatoes.
The Phillips enterprise continued to expand into trucking and oil. It was a
major factor in Cambridge's economic growth in the early twentieth
century. During World War I, Phillips Packing Company canned a large
share of the rations of the American army and in World War II the company
employed one-fourth of Cambridge's 8,000 inhabitants. The packing
industry was sold after the war, but the hardware and oil companies were
retained by the family.
Because of the friendship of Albanus Phillips and Admiral Richard Byrd the
Phillips Packing Company supplied the canned food for Byrd's polar
expeditions to the Antarctic in the 1930's.

-
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